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On Wave Functions in

Quantum

A. BRESSAN

Mechanics.

I.

(*)

Present experiments are compatible with the possibility P of
determining quantistic states by the expectations of fundamental observables-í.e. observables that are measurable with arbitrary precision. More
is often assumed to prove Theor 2.1, the fundamental proportionality
property of the w ave functions of a same state; for this aim some axioms
not only unsatisfactorily supported but even disproved by to-day experiments were, and for simplicity reasons are still assumed. In Part 1 Theor 2.1
is deduced from Post 4.1, a postulate much weaker than P on the state y+
immediately after a measurement. Furthermore the observables used in
its proof as fundamental, are surely so in that an ideal apparatus to
measure them has been exhibited. In addition some well known postulates
related with Post 4.1 are discussed and Post 4.1 is justified (on the basis
of widely used postulates). In Part 2 the denial of ~ is supported and
in Part 3 an a,giomatíc theory,
of quantum mechanics is introduced,
in which wave functions are defined and Born’s rule need not be postulated.
This involves a deep change of the above postulate on 03C403B3+. The construction
of Part 3 has two main aims. One is non-formal: the reduction of primitive notions,
in order not to use as (primitive) fundamental observables
(many) observables that are not surely fundamental. The other is formal:
to state the quantístíc axioms rigorously and completely (on the basis
of a theory of modal Iogíc)-see Summary of Part 3. For the sake of
simplicity only systems formed with spinless and pairwise distinguishable
particles are dealt w íth ; and by stronger reason the state space is assumed
at the outset to be the one considered by von Neumann.

(*) Indirizzo dell’A. : Seminario Matematico, Via Belzoni 7, 35100 Padova.
This paper has been worked out within the sphere of activity of the
research group no. 3 of the C.N.R. (Consiglio Nazionale delle Rícerche), in
the academic year’ 1976-77.
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PART 1

Fundamental Property of Wave Functions.
Its Deductíon from Postulates
Good Operatíve Character and Experimental Support.

On
with

a

a

1. Introduction.

consider the
mechanics
:
quantum
Let

us

followíng problem concerning

foundatíons of

(a) to introduce the 2uave f unctions o f a pure state, s, f or
system, 6, by means ot suitable physical properties, and

a

quantal

(b ) to prove T heor 2.1, i. e. that those wave f unctions are mutually
proportional (i~~ that so are their corresponding values ), b y

(c) using only primitive
and by

notions

ot

a

surely operative character,

(d) accepting only postulates that are satistactorily supported by
experiments ( possibly in an indirect ~uay).
Let

us

specífy requirement (c)

into the

followíng

(c’ ) use as f undamentaZ, í. e. ef. e. g. [6, p. 2 70 ] as ideall y measurable with arbitrary precision, only observables (or physicat magnitudes
or else variables) that are surely so (~).
In order to specífy requírement (d), let us consider the usual Hílbert
space H determined (or generated) by 6’s wave functíons i.e. the
wave functions ín which 6 can effectívely be and let us remember
that ín the early years after the bírth of quantum mechanícs every
self-adjoint operator in Je was assumed to represent or bríefiy to
be a fundamental observable cf. Post 2.4. Among other thíngs,
this allowed von Neumann to write a very simple proof of the proportíonality theorem 2.1 cf. [8](a) or (b). Later the discovery of superselectíon rules showed the non-acceptabilíty of that assumption. One

) Surely fundamental are (ín our terminol~gy) those observables-such
position, momentum, and spin-that can be measured dírectly by actua,llyexhíbíted ideal apparata.
as
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a weak version of it, e.g. Post 3.1, that unlike Post 2.4~.
with
those rules and all known experiments, and that
compatible
the
basis of an analogous brief proof of Theor 2.1.
can
be
incidentally
However Post 3.1, as well as Post 2.4, has a scanty experimental
can

formulate

is

support ( 2 ) .
In Parts 1 and 3 requirement (d) is complied with in connection
with Post 2.4 by substantially replacing it with Post. 7.2 on the
state 03C403BC+ of 6 immediately after a measurement. This postulate is a
particular version of some assumptions widely used in connection
with ideal position measurements of the first kind cf. e.g. [3]. By
the aforementioned wide use, Post 7.2 and hence the theories developed
in Parts 1 and 3 appear satisfactory to a certain good degree (3).
Since Post 7.2 is related to some controversial postulates, to which
other postulates are now often preferred, it is natural to discuss the
question, the more so in that we can aØord a serious motive, apparently
yet unpublished, to discard some of the postulates above cf. footnote 5 below , which contributes to justify the afore-mentioned

preference.
***

One often admits the possibility of identifying a (quantistíc)i
state s with or of characterizing it by the function 03C9
that, for every fundamental observable 03C9, gives the expectation value
of 03C9 ín s (in the well known sense).
In compliance with requirement (c’ ) and the fact that very few
observables are surely fundamental, we decide not to accept the above
possibility (considering it as at least unsure). This point of view is,
strengthened in Part 2, N. 11, where the following thesis is supported :

(e) a (pure) state, s, cannot be determined by the expectations
tor
fundamental observables 03C9.
The point of view above contributes to push us to change the usual
notion of state, and more precisely to characterize a pure state s not
by simple xneasurements performed on (g (when it is) in s, but by a
all

(2) This may be the reason why I have never seen it in the literature.
(3) However before discovering superselection rules Post 2.2, which is now
refused, appeared satisfactory; and actual experiments, though compatible
with Post 7.2 (on 03C403BC+) are far from giving us a practical certainty of its validity.
Hence the theory constructed in Part 1 and based on Post 7.2 will be improved
and requirement (d) will be complied with at a higher degree when the use of‘
Post 7.2 is avoided.
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complex system of measurements, possibly performed under
varied external forces. In Parts 1 and 3 we comply with thesis (e) by
considering, for almost all states, an ideal position measurement of
the first kind, followed by a moment measurement. Incidentally,
even if (e) were disproved, our theory would still be interesting, especially because it has less primitive notions than previous theories on
-the same subject.
Of course a state s of 6 is a short for a preparation of 6 according
to this paper as well as according to [2] or [3], but in harmony with
-the considerations above we accept a different criterium (based on a
measurement system) to judge whether or not any two of these preparations are equívalent cf. footnote 2 in Part. 3.
In Part 1 the notion of wave functions is considered as primitive,
following ordinary textbooks such as [5]. However it is strictly
connected with the notion of pure states. Hence one has a deeper
insight in the subject being considered by constructing a theory where
wave functions are defined (and Born’s rule need not be postulated).
Such is the theory ~1 constructed in Part 3. Of course the task of
is more complex, because Post 7.2 on 03C403BC+,
proving Theor 2.1 in
as well as the postulates on ~~+ that are generally considered, speak
of orthogonality relations just by means of the notion of wave functions which, in C1, is not available at the outset. Hence the counterpart in C1 of these postulates on 03C403BC+ must be deeply different. In fact
it is tightly connected with the evolution properties of C~.
more

***

us describe the content of Part 1 in more detail. As prein
nn. 2, 3 we remember some well known postulates of
liminaries,
to be used later, and in particular Post 2.4, which
mechanics
quantum
is incompatible with superselection rules. We also write a natural
-analogue of it, Post 3.1, that complies with those rules and allows a
quick proof of the proportionality theorem 2.1 for wave functions.
In n. 4 we prove Theor 4.1, a weak version of Theor 2.1, without
using Post 2.4 or Post 3.1 (4). In this proof we use Post 4.1, which
in n. 4 may appear ad hoc, but in nn. 6, 7 is justified as a consequence
of widely used postulates on 03C403BC-~-; furthermore Post 4.1 is weaker than
the latter ones.

Now let

ra

(4) On answering a bibliography question of mine G. Sartori kindly sketched
proof of Theor 2.1 that by some changes has become the one of Theor 4.1
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If the pure state s is connex, i.e. its

wave

functions have

connex

supports, then the validities of Theor 4.1 and Theor 2.1 for s are
equivalent. After sho03C4ving that it is unsatisfactory to postulate that
every pure state is connex, we fill the gap from Theor 4.1 to Theor 2.1
the basis of the additional Post 5.1, w hich substantially asserts the
following surely acceptable regularity property: every pure state is
joined with a connex state by a physically possible process (possibly
under varied external forces).
Post ~.1 and Post 6.2 on ~03BC+ were substantially stated by Von
Neumann in 1932 and Lüders in 1952 respectively cf. [8](a) or (b)
and [4]. Lüders criticized the non-compliance of Post 6.1 with a certain requirement of his own, on which he based Post 6.2. Since these
postulates are related with Post 4.1, on which the main theorem 2.1
is based, and similar postulates are controversial and e.g. in [3] they
are replaced by other postulates, in n. 6 we show as was hinted at
above that there is ’ a strong motive not to accept Post 6.1 or ~.2 :
they, and Lüders’ requirement itself, are incompatible with the irrefutable Post 6.3 (5). This incompatibility does not hold for Post 7.1
to Post 7.3. These three postulates are similar to widely used postulates on 03C403BC+ and have increasing strengths. The last two of them
(unlike the first) imply Post 4.1, which is thus justified.
Theorem 8.1 generalizes Theor 4.~ , a weak version of Theor 2 .1.
Furthermore it can be considered as a step for a proof of Theor 2.1,
that is not based on any postulate such as Post 5.1 ínvolving the
evolution of C,~. Indeed to prove Theor 8.1, besides Post 4.1 we use
(instead of Post 5.1 ) only, so to say, a certain dual of Post 4.1 itself.
The problem of such an alternative proof of Theor 2.1 is open.
on

2. On the well known Theor. 2.1 concerning the indetermination of a
wave function and on the postulates that allow a simple proof of it .
In many textbooks of

systems having

classical

quantum mechanics, e.g. in connection with
analogues, it is substantially said that

(5) From a recent kind letter of D. Dombrowski it appears that his brief
criticism of Lüders’ postulate in [1, p. 179]-is based on an unpublished example
which is simpler than (and independent of) mine. However unlike the latter
it cannot be applied to discuss ~Von Neumann’s postulate ~.1 or 6.2.
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(i) the (pure) state s of any 6 of these systems can be represented by means of a normalized wave function 03C403BC belonging to or
characterizing a vector of a certain Hilbert space H (6); and that
(ii) every physical magnitude 03C9, whose values for (5 can be
observed, is representable by means of a self-adjoint (linear) operin Je in that, for every bounded measurable real funcator A ( =
of f (03C9) (for C~ when 6 is) ín s équals
tion f (x), the expected value
in ~.
the scalar product
Furthermore

postulates

one

satisfies

a

that

Schrödínger equation

for 6:

be the class of real (compleg] numbers. Then
the
cartesian
expresses
space of the n-tuples of real [complex] numbers.
for 03C403BC E H and c E C with Icl =1, at
Since
this point it is clear that for any such c the function 03C403BC’ cy-which
we say to be proportionaZ to 03C403BC can also represent the state s (’).
Generally the following converse theorem is not considered in the
afore-mentíoned tegtbooks :
Let

_

=

THEOR 2.1.

Wave

functions representing

the

same

state

are

propor-

tional..
Let 33N [93N] be the class of the Bore1 [bounded Bore1] subsets of RN.
For B E 33N let ~B be the characteristic function of B :
=1 [ = o ]
for x ín B [in RN - B].
Let us incidentally remark that, equívalently, in assertion (i) only
functions f of the form
could be consídered, where a~-’b

=

= {x E R: a x b}.
Let I y~~~ be
in Je let EA be its

Let

for 03C403BC

spectral

E

~;

and for any self-adjoint operator A
defined as that projector-valued

measure

such that the
[~] be the class of the functions
of
over ]~N is zero. For the sake of simplicity we shall often
write 03C403BC instead of [y~].
(’) In [6] 03C4~ and c03C403BC are postulated to represent the same state for every
nonzero c E C-cf. Ax 4 on p. 292 there.

)

integral
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function of domain
ís Øel1 known,

such that

931

= 0

(a)

f or

~

(b)
~ ?

EA ~s strongl
and ~, j =1,

EA(B)

----

for a11 B E

([C, D] - CD - DC~,

tor,

and

y 03C3-add~tíve, i. e. í f
2, ... , then

As,
and’

B i 03A0 B; = Ø

Let Ai represent the observable
so that if no confusion may
arise A i will also be called an observable (~ =1, 2, ... , N) ; and let

Then

patible].
on

RN,

A1,

... ,

For a11 g~, 1p
that
say

... ,

(ís

will be said to commute [to be comthere is exactly one C-valued measure
defined on ~3N), fulfils the condition

03BC{Ai}y, y

for every normalized y E H, j1
is a proba=1 and ,~(B)&#x3E;0 (bB E 93N).
If f is a measurable complex function of domain ~N, the set
of the vectors y in Je for which f is 03BC-integrable, is dense (in H),
iff f is bounded, for A03BB ~ 0, ... , A~, ~ 0 ).
as is well known
The observable ~ = f (03C9~, ... , ~N) is represented by the operator
A = f (A1, ... , AN) defined by the condition
and is such

bility

that,

=

measure:

By definition the spectral measure of the system ~A ~~ of compatible observables (operators) is the projector-valued function
defined by
on
Then the
... , AN) for a11 B E
and ~N of assertions (a) and (b) on .EA and 3~1 hold,
analogues for
as is well known.
well as the corWe shall say that the observables 03C9~ to
=

responding operators Aí

=

A(03C9~) (i =1,

... ,

N) are f undamental

com-
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patible obscrvccblcs if for a11 B E
is a fundamental obscrvable according
(directly) with arbitrary precision.

... ,

to

... ,

[6], i.e. ít

can

be measured

***

In order to explain how we mean the notion of state involved by
Theor 2 .1 it is useful to remark that some axiomatic theoríes w here
maybe 03C4vave functions are not considered, cf. [1] and [2]-include
a postulate such as

POST 2.l .

~s.(03C9)

every bounded observable c03C5 its
tj~e states s and s’ co~nc~de, then s

I f for

expeeted
s’ (8).

=

In addition see e.g. (5.3.1 ) in [1, p. 1g5] the state s of C is
identified wíth the function w - Es(w) that carries every bounded
observable w into its expected value in s. Thus, if one consider only
(bounded) observables that are fundamental, then s is identified with
6’s statistical reactions to (precise) measurements of fundamental
observables, performed (03C4vhen C~ is) in s. If we do so, we substantially
mean the expectation value ~s(c03C5) in s in the usual direct way and 03C4ve
identify I’ost 2.1 with the following

ASSUMPTION 2.1. If s and
s’ are pure statcs and Es(w)
s’.
obscrvable 03C9, then s
Every

=

Es’(w) f or

=

Since the state s of C.~ can be meant as a short for a preparation P
C~. , íf w-e accept the assumption above, it works as a direct operative
criterium for distinguishing states (or for stating 03C4vhether or not two
preparations are equivalent). Unfortunately presently known experiments are compatible with the assumption above, but are far
from assuring its truth. More, its acceptance contrasts with our
thesis (e) in n. 1~ supported in Part 2. In Part 3 we consider another
operative criterium to distinguish pure states, compatible with thesis (e)
and based mainly on
statistical behaviour under certain systems
of measurements. We prove Theor 2.1, so that if s is a pure state
and ~-1 a, bounded (linear) operator, then
ís independent of
the normalized 03C4vave function ~~ of s. Hence we can regard
of

(8) For instance postulate, (3.3.1 ) in [ 1, p. 192] substantially coincides with
Post 2.1, under the obvious assumption that if f is a Borel mapping of R into R
and 03C9 is an observable, then such is also f (03C9).
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as an

of A in an indirect (but ph3Tsíeal)
fundamental observable 03B5a, then

expectation

presents

a

sense.

---

S

re-

A(w)&#x3E; = Es(w).

* * *

It ís conv eníent to recall Born’s ínterpretatíve
following form somewhat similar with Def 1.3 in

postulate
[6,

p.

ín t~he

262]:

POST 2.2 (Born’s correspondence rule for determinative
Let the sel f -ad joint operators A1 to AN represent the fundamental com03A33 E 93N the theorically predicted
patíble observables w1 to
Then,
that
a
simultaneous
measurement
o f A1 to AN on C in the
probability
s
state
a
result
pure
of
f unetion 03C4l~, gives
~8 (03BB1, ... ,· 03BB ~; ) in B 2s
-

RJE1tlARK.
if

03B6cu;~

=

the observable w1 ís fundamental if and
set of fundamenta,l compatible observ ables.

obviously
ís

a

In 1932 Von lVTeumann

substantíally

wrote the

only

following (9).

POST 2.3 (Von

Neumann). Let a precise simultaneous Øreparatory
state y,
f irst kind be performed on 5 in the
to wN
o f the f undamental compatible obserrvabl es
represented by the bounded operators A1 to AN u,íth
point speetra.
Let the resutt be ~’
(03BB~, ..., 03BBN) with ~i eigenvalue of Ai (~ =1, ..., N).
Then the state ~03BC~- of ~ immedíutely after the
belongs to the
of Ai relative to 03BBi (i ---- 1, ..., N).
measurement o f the
to know the ralues

-

In the early days of quantum mechanícs cf. e.g. [6, fnt. on p. 258]there was the tendeney to assumïng the following postulate see [8]:

POST 2.4.
observable.

Every sel f -ad joint operator

in Je represents

a

(9) In Yon Neumann’s version of I’ost 2.3 arbitrary measurements are
referred to. Margenau crítícízed it by remarkíng that preparatUry measureFurthermore in [3], on p. 165, a measurement is
ments
ma03B3 destroy
ïf ít would give the same value when ímmedíately
called o f the first
repeated; moreover, there ane can read an example of a measurement oi a
different kind (called of the second kind). This explains the hypothesís on
the measurement considered ín Post 2.3.
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However cf. e.g. the same footnote the discovery of superselection rules, which admittedly hold for systems with a variable number
of particles, indicated for the first time that Post 2.4 lacks experimental
.support. This happens in that, since experiments support Post 2.3
very well, Post 2.4 turns out to be even logically incompatible with
these rules:
SUPERSELECTION RULES. The _Hítbert space ~~ where the (possible)
pure states o f 6 are represented, is the closure o f the direct sum o f some
linear mani f olds ~1, ~2,
f ormed ~u~th the vectors that are parallel
to those representing all aforementioned states.
...

. A substitute for Post. 2.4 that substantially keeps
of Øeor. 2.1. Usefulness of reducing postulates.

a

simple proof

Since Post 2.4 is incompatible with superselection rules, we now
it with Post 3.1 below. Then we remember a simple proof
of the afore-mentioned incompatibility to show that it does not keep
holding after the replacement. Thus this replacement appears natural.
It is also useful in that it keeps the validity of a simple proof of
Theor 2.1. This will be shown explicitly, also in order to put in evidence a certain aspect of that proof, useful in the sequel.

replace

the closure o f the
POST 3.1. Assume that (i) the Hilbert
~direct sum o f the (possibly non-closed) Zinear mani f olds
... ,
V ~2 ~~ ... ís the elass ot the
(ii)
parallel ~03C4~ith those
~representing pure states o f C,~. , and (’~ü) the observable 03C9 o f 6 is represented
by the sel f -adjo~nt operator A in Je, o f spectral measure EA. Then 03C9
is
B E ~1, the subspace
and only i f , f or
on which EA(B) projects is generated by vectors belongíng to
U M2 V
...

so that the bounded operunit vector
has the spectrum ~0, 1~. Let us first accept Post 2.4,
so that the observable 03C9 represented by P is fundamental. Then by
Post 2.2 a measurement of 03C9 on 6 in the (pure) state y~ gives the
Tesult 1 with the probability ~03C9~w - ~
Furthermore we can
in
in
some
a
O.
such
that
Mi
Hence, by Post 2.3,
way
choose y
the state 03C403BC+ of C~ immediately after this mea surement can be outside
every ~i (with a positive probability) in contrast to superselection
rules.

Let Ø

ator P =

be

a
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with Fost 3.1. For B
{1} the subis
{Aq : A E C}; hence it ís
so that by Post ~.1 the observthe
and
able 03C9 ís not fundamental
precedíng íncompatibilíty reasoning
does not hold.

replace Post 2.4
space on which EP(B) projects
not generated by vectors in
Let

us now

=

o f the (real) Bore~ f unction
expected value
03C9
f undamentaZ compatible observables 03C91, ... , 03C9N
f(03C91, ... , 03C9N) o f
in a measurement o f 03C9~ to 03C9N made on ; in the pure state ~~
1B =1 ),
is given by cf. (2.7)
TI3EOR 3.1.

The

the

=

DEDUCTION o f Theor 2 .1 f rom postulates 2 .1, 2.2, and 3.1. Let 03C403BC
and 03C403BC’ be unit vectors in
V ~2 ~~ ... , so that they represent two
Post 3.1. Then,
pure states s and s’, by the definition of the
by the mathematical definition (2.6)2,

furthermore by Post 3.1 A represents a fundamental observable 03C9.
Hence by the remark below (2.6) and by Theor 3.1, ~~(03C9) _
and
A&#x3E;y,-cf. (3.1)1. Now assume s s’, hence Ey(03C9) =
Then, by (3.2)
=1, so
= Ey’(w) which yields
that by the Schwartz inequality 03C403BC’ = c03C403BC for some c E C with
=

_

Icl

=1.

q.e.d.

Remark that the above use of Post 3.1 is essential because if A
is not fundamental, the ídentíty s = s’ does not imply
~A~,~..
=

***

3.1, which replaces Post 2.4, has on it the advantage not to
surely false, but shares with Post 2.4 the lack of a satisfactory
experimental support. More in particular the observables asserted
by Post 3.1 to be fundamental are probably still too many. Indeed
in ordinary tegtbooks cf. [5], [6] the position, momentum, and
spin of a particle are explicitly considered as fundamental observables.
To them energy is usually added. However the considerations in n. 11
Post

be
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(Part 2) push

us

only a few other functionally indepenfundamental, and by no means all of those

to think that

be

dent observables
that are so according to Post 3.1. As a consequence it is natural to
search for a proof of Theor 2.1 where no fundamental observables
other than position, momentum, and spin are used.
can

proof of
postulates.

4. A

a

weak version of Theor. 2.1

independent

of certain

For the sake of simplicity we assume 6 to have a classical analogue,
and more precisely to consist of n particles M1 to .M~ that are pairwise
distinguishable and spinless. We prove Theor 4.1 below, which is a
weak version of Theor 2.1, on the basis of Post 4.1 below (to be
justified í~~ n. 7), but without using either Post 2.4 or Post 3.1.
..., qN), with N = 3n, be a system of Lagrangian coLet q ordinates for M1 to 1’VIn, so that any wave function for 6 has the
form 03C4~(q). For every
we consider the projector 8B:

It

POST 4.1.

non-normalized

I 0By1 =1= 0 -=1=

the vectors y1 and "P2 in Je

1 unetions o f the
I 0B y2ll, then also 0B y1 an
03C4,uave

same

d

0By2

represent i.e. are possibl?t
state s o f C~, B E 93N, and
represent the

sa»e

state sB.

This postulate, which may seem to be ad hoc, follovPs from Post 7.~
belo03C4v, a 03C4veak version of the reduction of the wave packet, in that
according to this reduction postulate 0By represents the state sB of B5
which is of the first
immedíately after an ideal measurement of
kind and ís performed on C ín the state y.
Let us remember that the support Supp (1p) of 03C403BC(E Je) is the set
of the points
for every neighborhood 03A33 of
B
Hence Supp (03C4~) ís closed.

I f the functions y1 and 03C403BC2 are continuous, represent the
of C,~, and their f irst partial derivatives exist a.e. and are
to any (connex) comsqua~re integrable, the~~ the restrictions o f 03C403BC~ and
are
ponent o f Supp
proportional.
THEOR 4.1.

same

state

s
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PROOF.

By (4.1 ),

have

for

By Post 2.2, (2.7) holds for Ai = Øi and c03C5i = Øi (~ = 1, ..., N) ~
furthermore we assume l y1 l
i 03C403BC2 l = 1, which ís nat restrictive. Then
=

Since both 03C4~~ and 03C4~·2 represent s, the
B

E

validity

of

(~ .3) for all

93N yields

Then

we

have

for some f unction Ø that is real, is dífierentíable a. e. , and is con-tinuous outside a (possibly empty) hypersurface 03A3 on which it has.
the discontinuity
(k integer).
For h ==3y ... , N and r = 1, 2 we define the sets 4+h and L1h, and
the scalar
by

Then, by (4.5)

Now let Ph be the Fourier transform of the operator Qh, so that Ph
represents the momentum p,~ conjugate to qh .
First assume
~ 0, so that by (4.7)1,2, (4.6)2, and Post ~.1
and
represent the same state s~ . Then by Post 2.2,
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Multiplication

Hence, if

of this

B

=

0394 ~

by i~~-1 gives

or B

we

=

have

in the case ~N’B ~ 0. In the opposite case (4.9) holds trivially. Hence
f or h =1, ... , N (4.9) holds for B
0394 ~ V 0394 ~, , hence f or B Supp
Then by (4.5) and the continuity of ~03BC~ and 03C403BC2 we conclude that th e
function cp that fulfils condition (4.5) and is not completely determined by it can be chosen to be constant in every component of
so that 03A3 turns out to be empty.
Sup
q.e.d.
=

.S.

Accomplishment of
additional postulate.

the

proof

=

of Theor. 2.1

on

the basis of

an

We want to complete the proof of Theor 2.1, on which Theor 4.1
constitutes the first step. It would become the last step if we postulated that the support of every pure state s, defined as the common
support of the wave functions of 6, is connex. This connection assertion is compatible with actual experiments but contrasts to the

following important requírement :
REQUIREMENT 5.1. Every regularity assumption
must be time invariant in the solutions

of

the

on wave functions
Schrödinger equations tor

reasonably regular probZems.
Indeed, if C~ is a spinless free particle,
packet yt is well known. Then, if Supp

the dispersion of its wave
has (only) n components
for t
these
reduce
to
one
at
some
t
0.
Since now C~ is invariant
&#x3E;
0,
under time inversion, some connex pure state appears to evolve into a
=

non-connex one.

Before replacing the postulate hinted at above by Post 5.1 below,
which complies with requirement 5.1, it is useful remarking that the
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system C,~ considered in n. 4 consists of the particles M~ to Øn and
an internal structure, which determines internal forces. Furthermore the external forces acting on (g are given. Hence, when a system
has

of canonical varíables p, q is fixed, the total (classical or quantistic)
Hamiltonian H of 6 and the contribution
of external forces to
it are determined up to the addition of a function c(t) of tíme; and so
.~ is
Let
be the system 6 considered disregarding its external forces,y
so that it is natural to write 6
We can keep 6(í) fixed
and can vary
i.e. we can associate (5 with 6’
H’6» ín
connection with an arbitrary change of external forces. A state s’
t’ í.e. a state s’ possible for 6’ at the instant t’ can be
f or
called a state f or C~ c i ~ at t’ . Furthermore, íf .g’ ce~
gce~ up to some
instant ~, and if 03C4 c t’, then we may regard s’ as a state f or 6 at t’ under
varied external f orces. In addition, for some process t -+ st possible
for C~’ in 03C4’-~’t’ ( _ ~t : 03C4 c t c t’~ ) assume s~ = s and st. = s’ ; then we
say that s is joinable with s’ (under varied external f orees).
_

,

-

_

=

POST 5.1.
a connex

Every pure state s o f the quantal system (5 is joinable
(pure) state s’ (under var~ed external forces).

with

postulate appears to be reasonably both true and in agreerequirement 5.1. It seems to be only reasonably true,
because e.g. one may suspect that one can define a wave function y
-whose support has infinitely many components that represents a
state of C~ that cannot be joined with any connex state. Thus Post 5.1
can be imputed to recognize as (possible) states only a part of them.
However this limitation (if true) is much lighter than e.g. the acceptance of a classical rather than a relativistic quantum theory.
So Post 5.1 seems quite acceptable. (At most it rules out physically
uninteresting states.)
This

ment with

PROOF oF THEOR 2.1. Let
and y(2) be two wave functions of
the pure state ~ for (5 at 03C4. By Post 5.1, s is joinable with a connex
state s’. Hence 6’
can be chosen in such a way that it
(6(i),
for
can undergo a process t
ín some interval
= s
not
=
s’.
well
known
written
here
some
postulates
Now, by
and st.
and y~c2~ are so regular that for a suitable choice of the
explicitly,
Hamiltonian .g’ of C~’, (i) the Schrödínger equation
-
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of the process t --i s 1 that fu1is solved by a representatíon t --~
that
so
fils the ínitial condition
represents s t f or t E tl-lt’
y(r),
and r = 1, 2, (íí) th03B5 uniqueness theorem holds for the above solutions
is continuous and
of (5.1)1, and (íií) the function (t, q) - y(r)t(q)
exists a.e. and ís square integrable (h = 1, ... , N; r
1,2).
and
Then
represent the connex pure state s’, so that by
for some c E C. As a
Theor 4.1 they are proportional, i.e.
the
definition
consequence, by
( 03C4 ; t ; ‘ t’ ), the f unction
yt
y(2)t
t --~ 03C403BCt solves equation (5.1)1 in
and vanishes for t
t’. Then
the
afore-mentioned
0
for
uniqueness
by
theorem, ~03BCt
~ t’, so
2.1
that y(2)
and
Theor
ís
proved.
y(2)t
=

-=

-

=

-

=

=

=

=

6. on two

postulates

=

of Yon Neumann and L~ders

respectively.

díscuss some postulates related w ith I’ost 4.1
proofs of theorems 4.1 and 2.1 are based. We begin
following one, substantially stated by von Neumann
cf. [4, p. 325].
Here we

the

which
with the
in 1932

on

POST 6.1 I f A is an apparatus f or measuring the (fundamental)
observable ~ represented by A and capable o f o~~ly the z,al~~es 03BB~, 03BB~, ... ,
then f or every 1~ E ~1, 2, ...~ there is a subspace 03A3,; o f tl~e
o f A f or the proper value 03BBk, such that i f a measurement of w is perín the state 03C403BC b y using ~ an d
the resul t 03BB~. , then the
f ormed
orthogonal projection 03C403BC+ o f 03C403BC on Ek represents the state o f e immediately
a f ter the measurement.
In 1952 Lüders made two criticízms cf. [4, p. 325]-to I’ost 6.1,
the second of which complaíns that Post 6.1 f aíls to fulfil the following

The state s+ o f e immediately after a
the
observable
~
is determined by c03C5, the state s
ir~~of
the
this
the
a.nd
result
measurement.
Ak o f
f ore
measurement,

REQUIREMENT (Lüders).
m.easurement

medíateZy be

In armony with this

the

requírement,

in

[4]

one

asserts

substantially

following

POST 6.2 Yon Neumann’ 8 Post 6.1 always holds for Ek
The requírement above faíls to be fu1fi11ed by the assumptions of 03C4Tarious
authors see e.g. [3], p. 166 and in particular by our postulates 7.1-3
_=
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on one of which the justification of Post 4.1 will be based. Therefore
it is useful to emphasize that the disagreement with the requirement
above is not at all a defect, by showing that

(a)

Yon Neumann’s

disagreement

postulate 6.1 is únsatísfactory-, because its
requirement is in some sense too little, and

with Liiders’s

(b) Lüders’s postulate 6.2-which has been criticized by various
authors, see e.g. [1], p. 179 and our footnote 5 is not compatible
with the follo03C4ving irrefutable
POST

measurable mapping o f
G.3. If f
o f the compatible observables w1 to
= f ( c03C5 ~ ,

ment
03C9

RN 2nto R, every
is a measurement

of

... ,

With

view to

proving assertions (a) and (b), we remark that 6
observable w represented by a (bounded)
operator A with the spectrum {-1, 0, 1}-e.g. A --- f (Q1) wíth
jy ~~4B ~ ) Then 03C9 2 is represented by A 2, w hose spectrum is ~0, ~t f. The eigenspace
(of A2 for the eigenvalue 1) is the
and
í.e. RA1 -+ RA-1.
space generated by
To prove assertion (a) let s[s+] be the state of 6 immediately
before [after] a measurement of c~.~ on C~ with the apparatus ~ ; let 03BBk
be the result. Post 6.1 implies that s-~- is determined by 03C9, ~, s,
and 03BB,~ . This is unacceptable by the following motive.
Let Lk (C
be the space corresponding to 03BB03BB according to Post 6.1
( ~ k ~ ~ 1 ). These spaces are mutuany orthogonal and s can be assumed
to be represented by a unit vector y forming with 03A31 and 03A3 1, two
so that
angles equal to
a

see

_=

some

-

·

a

The result of a measurement of 03C9 with A (on C in s) must be 1
or -1, and both have a positive probability. If the result is 1 [- I ~,
then by Post 6.~ s+ is represented by the orthogonal projection
~~
of 03C403BC on 03A3~ [03A3 ~] (hence 03C403BC +
By Post 6.3 03C92 has also been measured, and the considerations

above show that the result 1 does not determine the state s+ in that
it can belong to 03A3~ and can belong to 03A3_~ . Hence assertion (a) holds.
Incidentally a measurement of 03C9 2 on (5 in the eigen-state 1p for 03C9 2
has been shown to be able to turn the state of fl5 into a mixture
(formed with y+ and 03C4~-).
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To prove assertion (b) we keep the above assumptions on ~03BC,
for Ikl c 1, so that by (6.1 )1 03C403BC E ~i +
and s’. By Post 6.2 03A3~
V
and by the considerations above on the measure-~- ~Á1ment of ~ with the apparatus ~, 03C403BC + E ~1 u
Now we consider again the measurement above as one of 03C92, so
that by Post 6.2, ~03BC+ can be identified with the projection of ~03BC on
~.~ ~Á1 in contrast to a
hence ~03BC+ = 03C403BC by ( 6.1 ) . This implies
preceding deduction. Hence assertion (b) holds.
We conclude that if f is not injective, a measurement of 03C9 cannot
be an ideal measurement of f (03C9 ) .

7. Some

postulates

to

justify

the rather

«

ad hoe » Post. 4.1.

Since there are strong motives not to accept Lüders’s Post 6.2
and especially Lüders’s requirement n. 6, in harmony with Yon
Neumann [Post 6.1] and especially with [3, p. 166] we admit that
measurements of the same observable 03C9 on C~ in the state s, made
with different apparata (and of the first kind) may result in different
states after the interaction, and that, at least for some choices of cv,
ideal measurements of 03C9, of the first kind, are possible. More in particular we consider Posts 7.1-3 below, of increasing strengths, about
the state s+ of 6 immediately after a measurement of the first kind.
The second (or third) of them will be used to justify Post 4.1, hence
as a basis of the proof of Theor 2.1 given in n. 5. To this end Post 7.1
is too weak. However its consideration helps to make the (whole)
situation clearer (also in connection with Parts 2-3).
A self-adjoint operator A is called discrete if it has a purely point
spectrum. The observable w is called discrete [bounded] if so can be
called the corresponding operator
DEF 7.1 [7.2]. Assume that (a) 03C9~ to 03C9~ are discrete f undamental
observables, (b) 03C403BC(E Je) represents [s ís] a pure state o f 6, and (e) ~ f , by
using the apparatus ~, we measure ~~ to ~~ simuZtaneously on C.~ in the
state y~[s] ~uith the result 03BB
(03BB~ , ... , 03BBn ), then the state s+ o f 6 immediately a f ter the measurement is represented by the orthogonal projection
on
o f y [o f the arbitrary 2uave f unction Ø tor s].
RA1A1n 03C0
Then ~ue say that the apparatus ~ to measure 03C9~ to 03C9n, ~s orthogonat f or
the ~uav~ function 03C403BC [the state s] .
=

...
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The orthogonality of ~ for the wave function 03C403BC appears to be
equivalent to the one for the state s represented by 03C4~ only when the
validity of Theor 2.1 is known. Howevery even disregarding this
validity,y since we now admit to know what a wave function is, we

may assert that

orthogonal for
orthogonal f or every state

wave

every
s

of

f unctíon o f 6 i f

and

only í f

it is

C~.

If the last orthogonality condition holds, A will be simply said
to be orthogona~. The distinction of the two orthogonalíty notions
introduced by Defs 7.1-2 is interesting especially in connection with
the theory
developed in Part 3, where wave functions are defined.

POST 7.1

o f 6 and

[7.2]. I f

w1 to wn are

represents [~S]

a

f undamentaZ compatible observabZes
o f 6, the~ there is an apparatus ~

pure state

orthogonal f or ~03BC[s].

to measure ~~ to

POST 7.3. I f w1 to wn
them is orthogonal.

are as

in Post 7.1,

some

apparatus

to

measure

The paradoxical assertions (a) and (b) in n. 6 have no (true) analogue
for any of Posts 7.1-3. We now turn to the main aim of this section.
THEOR 7.1. Post 7.2

implies

Post 4.1

on

which

our

proo f o f

Theor 4.1

is based.

Indeed, for B E $N
by ~~(Q~ , ... , QN )
=

the observable

~

=

(4.1 ) whích ís

is represented
... ,
orthogonal projector
represented by functions

the

the space of the vectors in
a.e. outside B.
NoØ let
and
represent the state s of 6 immediately before
a measurement of 03C9 on C~ with the result 1; and suppose that this
measurement is performed by means of an apparatus orthogonal
for the state s. Then by Post 7.2, both
and
represent the
same state, the one immediately after the measurement.
Hence
Post 4.1 holds.
q.e.d.
on

vanishing

Obviously Post 7.3 can be substituted for Post 7.2 in the preceding
proof. Instead Post 7.1 cannot, because it simply tells us that
and 0398~ ~03BC2 represent the states of 6 immediately after two measurements similar to the aforementioned one, but performed with two~
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apparata. These apparata may be dífferent, hence the same holds
and
for the states
in
Incídentally, stating Post 6.1 [6.2] Von Neumann [L~ders] considered Theor 2.1 as independent of that postulate, while in stating
our analogues for it, i.e. Posts 7.1-3, we aim at proving Theor 2.1 by
some of them. This contributes to explain why our approach is more

complex.

8. An attempt

at a

second way of

completing

the

proof of Theor.

2.1.

It is natural to invert the roles of the observables q and p in n. 4.
Thus Post 4.1 and Theor 4.1 [our proof of Theor 4.1 ] are easily turned
into Post 8.1 and Theor 8.1 below [a proof of Theor 8.1], where by ~
we denote the Fourier transform of any

POST 8.1. I f the vectors y1 and y2 in Je represent the same state s
and
.o f 6, B E J‘3N , a~2d
(4.1 ), then
~~ ~ 0 =F
state.
the
are
the
same
Fourier
trans f orms o f f ~~netions representing
~~03C403BC2
THEOR 8.1. I f the wave f unetions y1 and 03C403BC2 o f the state s (o f C~ ),
and y2 are eontinuous and have square integrable f irst partial derivatives
ex~sting a.e. , then the restrictions o~ and to any eomponent o f Supp (03C403BC1)
are

proportional.

At this point ít is natural to consider again the problem of proving
Theor 2.1 also for wave functions with non-conneg supports, a problem
left open by Theor 4.1 and solved ín n. 5 by takíng the evolution of e
into account ; more precisely- ít is natural to ask Øhether this problem
can be solved dísregardíng that evolution, by acceptíng both Post 4.1
and Post 8.1, and by assumíng that wave functions fulfil a11 regularity
conditions mentíoned ín either Theor 4.1 or Theor 8.1.
Under the aforementioned assumptions let Bj [B~] be the j-th [r-th]
component of the common support of q and y [Ø and 03C403BC], so that there
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are

functions 03C403BC~ and 03C4~~ with the regularity properties above,

furthermore, by

Theors 4.1 and

8.1, for

some nonzero

cá,

for which

c~ E C

Let

hence, by (8.1)

and

(8.2 ), in B;

we

have

Intuítively, at least for Tj finite, this implies, in general c’r Cj for
Tj. In this connectiowve can prove the folloØng partícular but
precise theorem.
=

r E

THEOR 8.2. Aceept Post 4.1 and Post 8.1; f urthermore let y and q;
the conditions on y1 and
assumed 2n Theors 4.1 and 8.1, and

fulfil

the condition

(a) The components of Supp (~03BC)
~s

are

bounded and theír number

v

f ~n~te.
and 03C403BC

are

proportional.

(8.1-4) above hold. Moreover by (a) y’r has a
that 03C4~~ is analytíc cf. Assertion (b) on p. 368
ín [ ~ ]. Since 03C403BC~ ís square-íntegrable and # 0, Supp (03C403BC~)
RN. Hence
~; -- ~1, ... , v~ f or every j . Thus ( 8.4 ) asserts the equalíty, in B; ,
Indeed formulas

compact support,

so

_

functions ci yi +
+ cý yv and
+ y’v). Since
+
this
0
analytic,
yields (cí Cj) -+- --~- (cv Cj)
~03BCv
In addition Supp ( 03C403BCr ) 03A0 Supp ( 03C403BCs )
Ø f or r # s, so that 03C403BCi
are línearly independent. Henee ci = ...
c;, Cj for every j.
and
this
(8.2)1
implies ~ c1y.
By (8.1)1
q.e.d.

of the

03C403BC1 to
in RN.
to ~03BCv

non-zero

...

...

are

-

-

...

=

=

=

=

=

Of course, the validity of Theor 8.2 ís invariant under the
ment of assumption (a) on 03C403BC with its analogue for y.

replace-
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